Therapeutic action of Kushen recipe extractive and its inhibitory effect on eotaxin in mouse models with contact dermatitis
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Abstract
Background: Treatment of skin allergic diseases remains a challenging research topic.
Objective: To investigate the effect of Kushen recipe extractive (KS) gel on contact dermatitis (CD) of mouse.
Methods: Allergic contact dermatitis (ACD) model of mouse was established. Immuno-histochemical method (ICH) and flow cytometry method (FCM) were used to detect CD4+ and CD8+ T lymphocytes and explore the regulation effect of KS on the immune status of the organism. The expression status of eotaxin tissue was evaluated by real-time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR), ICH, and western blotting method. The survival rates of HaCaT cell and Fibroblasts affected by KS were detected by methyl thiazolyl tetrazolium (MTT) method. The inhibitory effect of KS on eotaxin produced by HaCaT cell and FBs induced by TNF-α and interleukin (IL)-4 were evaluated using RT-PCR and enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay methods. The inhibitory effect of KS on nuclear factor-κB (NF-κB) and Signal transducers and activators of transcription 6 (STAT6) activation induced by TNF-α and IL-4 was detected by electrophoretic mobility shift assay and western blotting methods.
Results: We confirmed that KS shows favorable therapeutic effect on CD, which can obviously inhibit eotaxin expression and Eosinophils recruitment in allergic skin of mouse, as well as regulate the immune status of the organism. Furthermore, KS and its main effective components can inhibit TNF-α and IL-4 induced upregulation of eotaxin via the two signal transduction pathways, NF-κB and STAT6.
Conclusions: The great importance of traditional Chinese recipe KS is evidenced by its therapeutic effect and mechanism in ACD of mouse.

© 2023 Codon Publications. Published by Codon Publications.
Introduction

Traditional Chinese medicines show unique advantages in the treatment of allergic diseases, which can realize antinaphylaxis via multiple pathways and attach importance to the global immunologic balance. Their superior therapeutic action and less side effects have been well acknowledged, along with the therapeutic advantages and characteristics.\(^1\) Herein, finding new antiallergic drugs from traditional Chinese medicines has received increasing attention. In this regard, Kushen, an ancient recipe with simple formulation and reliable therapeutic effect, is anticipated to play its role. However, the traditional apozem restricts its further application and the ambiguous mechanism also raises difficulty in in-depth understanding and development. Modern high-tech methods are expected to better identify this traditional recipe and truly promote its potential applications and popularization.

Kushen recipe comprises two traditional Chinese medicines, Kushen and Schizonepeta, and it is noteworthy that the interactions among various components and changes of compatibility are important in revealing the mechanism of the recipe of traditional Chinese medicine. The transformation of components after compatibility constitutes the root in dialectical medication to treat diseases. Therefore, identifying the effective components and component changes after compatibility is quite important in disease prevention and treatment using traditional Chinese medicine, upon which the explanation on recipe can be thorough. Along with the efforts toward Kushen recipe (KS) analyses, one of its components Sophora flavescentis Ait was found to show heat-clearing, damp-drying, wind-dispelling, parasite-killing, and itching relief effects, which can treat eczema, wet sore, itching skin, leprosy, and scabies ringworm.\(^4\) However, it can be made into a recipe with Schizonepeta tenuifolia. The reasons for these findings are well explained using the theory of traditional Chinese medicine by the ancients, while modern scientific theory fails to reveal the mechanism. Some researchers believe that, compared with Oxymatrine (Omt), Matrine (Mat) shows superior effect in treating acute exudative inflammation and immunoregulation.\(^5\)\(^,\)\(^6\) In this regard, the compatibility between Sophora flavescentis Ait and Schizonepeta tenuifolia converts part of oxidized alkaloids into reduced ones, which can potentially contribute to enhanced therapeutic effects. Meanwhile, the volatile oil in Schizonepeta tenuifolia also shows a favorable anti-inflammatory effect, which can serve as penetration enhancer when it is adopted for external use. The simple combination of the two medicines ensures the optimum therapeutic effect of the recipe.

Previous work has determined the material basis of KS recipe, the extraction method of its effective site was designed to facilitate clinical applications. The main effective components were extracted completely to fabricate into a certain dosage form. Figures S4 and S5 show the extraction procedures and component analyses of the extractives.\(^10\)\(^,\)\(^11\)

Kushen recipe is composed of two traditional Chinese medicines, Kushen and Schizonepeta. Kushen belongs to the leguminous plant Sophora flavescentis Ait, the main active components being alkaloids. Schizonepeta belongs to the dry overground part of the organum plant Schizonepeta tenuifolia, and the main active component is volatile oil. The mass ratio of Sophora flavescentis Ait to Schizonepeta tenuifolia was 2:1 in the recipe. The alkaloid components and contents were analyzed by liquid chromatography (LC)/mass spectrum (MS), high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), and potentiometric titration method, while the components and contents of volatile oil were analyzed using gas chromatogram (GC)/MS.\(^7\) It was found that alkaloid in Sophora flavescentis Ait mainly contained four components: Mat, Omt, Sophocarpine (Sop), and Oxysophocarpine (Osp), which accounted for high proportion of >80% in the whole alkaloid, as shown in Figure S1. Specifically, Mat, Omt, Sop, and Osp accounted for 36.36 ± 0.86%, 18.88 ± 1.11%, 32.90 ± 3.16%, and 11.87 ± 1.37%, respectively. The main components of volatile oil in Schizonepeta tenuifolia were menthone, pulegone, and D-limonene. With the compatibility of the two medicines, the contents of effective components were obviously changed in comparison with single medicine. As shown in Figure S2, part of Mat converted into Omt and Sop converted into Osp. Similarly, the components of volatile oil also changed after compatibility, as shown in Figure S3.

Having ascertained the material basis of KS recipe, the extraction method of its effective site was designed to facilitate clinical applications. The main effective components were extracted completely to fabricate into a certain dosage form. Figures S4 and S5 show the extraction procedures and component analyses of the extractives.\(^10\)\(^,\)\(^11\)

KS was then fabricated into gels that were suitable for percutaneous drug delivery, which was then subjected to in vitro transdermal experiment using Sprague-Dawley (SD) rat. The aqueous extractive and purified extractives (and gels) were compared, which showed that transdermal effect can be greatly enhanced after the main components of KS were subjected to purified extraction and fabricated into gels,\(^17\) as shown in Figure S6.

Therapeutic action and mechanism of KS in ACD mouse

For therapeutic action observation and mechanism of KS on ACD mouse, 2,4-Dinitrofluorobenzene (DNFB) was smeared onto mouse ear six times before and after activation to ensure a stable drug effect. KS with two different concentrations (1 and 5%) constituted the therapeutic groups. Dexamethasone sodium phosphate (Dex) and Cetirizine Hydrochloride (Cet) were set as positive control groups.
The ear thickness of mouse was measured to evaluate the effect of drug therapy. The pathological section observation after hematoxylin and eosin (HE) staining was utilized to verify the drug improvement effect on the infiltration of inflammatory cells.

Flow cytometry (FCM) and immunohistochemical (ICH) methods were adopted to detect the CD4+ and CD8+ T-lymphocytes in blood and tissue, respectively. They were designed to investigate the regulation effect of KS on the immune status of organism. Real-time polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR), western blotting, and ICH methods were used to detect the expression status of eotaxin (8.4 kD) tissue in ACD mouse model.

The nuclear translocation effects of KS and its main components, Mat, Omt, Sop, Osp, and schizonepetae volatile oil (SVO), on nuclear factor-κB (NF-κB) induced by TNF-α were investigated. Specifically, the drugs were co-incubated with the cells for 24 h, followed by TNF-α stimulation on HaCaT cells and Fibroblast (FBs) for 45 and 60 min, respectively. The effects of KS and its main effective components on pSTAT6 (100kD) were also investigated. Typically, the drugs were co-cubated with cells for 24 h, and both the HaCaT cells and FBs were stimulated by Interleukin (IL)-4 for 30 min. KS, Mat, Omt, Sop, Osp, SVO, Dex, and Cet with different concentrations were individually interacted with HaCaT cells and FBs for 24 h, which were then co-cubated with TNF-α (100 ng/mL) or IL-4 (10 ng/mL) for 12 h to detect the expression. It should be noted that the HaCaT cell line and 6th to 10th generation FBs were adopted in this work.

Inhibitory mechanism of KS on eotaxin expression in skin cells

The methyl thiazolyl tetrazolium (MTT) method was adopted to evaluate the effects of KS, SVO, Mat, Omt, Sop, Osp, Cet, and Dex on the survival rates of HaCaT cells and FBs within 36 h. RT-PCR and enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) methods were used to detect the inhibitory effects of KS, SVO, Mat, Omt, Sop, and Osp on eotaxin produced by HaCaT cells and FBs, which were induced by TNF-α and IL-4, respectively. Meanwhile, Cet and Dex were taken as control experiments and used to intervene in the process. Electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA) and western blotting methods were individually utilized to evaluate the inhibitory effects of Mat, Omt, Sop, Osp, and SVO on the activation of NF-κB and Signal transducers and activators of transcription 6 (STAT6), which were induced by TNF-α and IL-4, respectively.

Results and Analysis

Therapeutic action and mechanism of KS on mouse ACD

Therapeutic effect observation of KS on ACD mouse

After treating with 1 and 5% KS, the swelling of mouse ear decreased, and no obvious adverse reaction was observed. The measurement of mouse ear thickness indicates that KS treatment can significantly decrease the swelling (P < 0.01), but there is no difference between the 1 and 5% KS treatment groups. Specifically, the ear thickness in control group, model group, and 1 and 5% KS treatment groups are 0.37 ± 0.03 mm, 0.66 ± 0.05 mm, 0.47 ± 0.04 mm, and 0.49 ± 0.06 mm, respectively. Compared with the Cet (0.50 ± 0.04 mm) group, there is no significant difference in the two KS treatment groups, while the therapeutic effect is inferior than that of the Dex group (0.41 ± 0.04 mm), as shown in Figure 1.

According to the H-E staining results, KS can significantly improve the infiltration degree of inflammatory cells in the skin tissue of mouse ACD model. The positive control groups, Dex and Cet, also indicate a favorable therapeutic effect, as shown in Figure 2.

Also, 1 and 5% KS can obviously lower the Eos count in mouse ACD blood (P < 0.05 and P < 0.01 for 1 and 5% KS, respectively). Although it readily lowers Lym (P < 0.05), the regulation over neutrophils (Neu) and monocytes (Mon) was not so obvious. Compared with positive control drug, KS and Cet have similar effect on hemocyte. Higher effect degree is found in Dex, which shows intense inhibitory effect in terms of the recruitment of four leukocytes in blood, as shown in Figure 3.

Effect of KS on the CD4+ and CD8+ T cells in the skin tissue and blood of mouse ACD

The ICH staining results of the tissue reveal that KS can, to some extent, inhibit the infiltration of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells of the mice induced by DNFB. Cet also shows this inhibitory effect, which turns to be more evident for Dex, as shown in Figure 4. In addition, KS, Cet, and Dex show inhibitory effect on CD4+ T cell in mouse blood, while only 5% KS and Dex show inhibitory effect on CD8+ T cell with statistic difference (P < 0.05), as displayed in Figure 5.

Effect of KS on eotaxin mRNA expression in skin tissue of mouse ACD

The 1 and 5% KS can significantly inhibit the expression of eotaxin messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA) in skin tissue of mouse ACD (P < 0.01), while the two groups indicate no significant difference. Also, Dex can significantly inhibit the expression of eotaxin mRNA (P < 0.01), showing more favorable effect than that of KS. Cet can, to some extent, inhibit the expression of eotaxin mRNA, while the effect is inferior than that of KS and Dex, as shown in Figure 6.
The ICH results indicate that KS (1 and 5%), Cet, and Dex can improve the secretion of eotaxin in the tissue, but Cet shows poorer inhibitory effect on eotaxin, as indicated in Figure 7. It is also found that both 1 and 5% KS can inhibit eotaxin secretion; such an effect appears to be more and less evident in Dex and Cet, respectively. The internal reference protein is Glyceraldehyde phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) (36 kD), as shown in Figure 8.

**Inhibitory mechanism of KS on eotaxin expression in skin cells**

**Effect of drugs on the survival rates of HaCaT cells and FBs**

The MTT experimental results reveal that the survival rates were not significantly affected (≥90%) when the concentrations of KS and SVO were ≤500 μg/mL; Mat, Omt, Sop, and Osp were ≤1000 μM; Cet was ≤200 μM; and Dex was ≤100 μM. In this situation, there was also no stimulated fission and proliferation.

**Effect of KS on the upregulation of eotaxin mRNA in HaCaT cell and FBs induced by TNF-α and IL-4**

As displayed in Figures 9A-9D, similar tendency can be found in the two cells (HaCaT cells and FBs). KS and its internal components show an inhibitory effect on the expression of eotaxin mRNA, which are basically dose dependent. Among these, Mat presents the highest inhibitory effect, while SVO only exhibits an inhibitory effect toward eotaxin upregulation induced by TNF-α. Also, SVO shows no obvious effect on the regulation of eotaxin induced by IL-4. It is also found that Dex shows obvious and intense inhibitory effect on eotaxin mRNA, but this was not identified in Cet.
Effect of KS on eotaxin secretion in HaCaT cells and FBs induced by TNF-α and IL-4

The secretion status of eotaxin resembles that of mRNA expression. Specifically, Cet exhibits no obvious inhibitory effect toward eotaxin secretion of the two cells induced by TNF-α (100 ng/mL) or IL-4 (10 ng/mL), SVO only shows certain inhibitory effect toward eotaxin release induced by TNF-α. Other components present different inhibitory effects toward eotaxin secretion induced by TNF-α or IL-4, which were basically dose dependent. Among these, Dex exhibits stronger inhibitory effect. The inhibitory effect of alkaloids in KS and volatile oil comes with a sequence of KS>Mat>Omt>Sop>Osp=SVO, as displayed in Figures 10A–D.

In addition, the effects of above-described drugs on the basic expression of eotaxin were also evaluated; the results reveal that only Dex shows certain inhibitory effect on the basic expression of eotaxin.

Transcription mechanism of the inhibitory effect of KS on eotaxin in HaCaT cells and FBs

Effect of KS on the nuclear translocation of NF-κB induced by TNF-α

As shown in Figure 11, TNF-α can obviously induce the nuclear translocation of NF-κB, while KS and its components can inhibit the intranuclear transfer of NF-κB to some extent. These findings suggest that it may be one of the main mechanisms that inhibit eotaxin expression induced by TNF-α.

Effect of KS on STAT6 phosphorylation induced by IL-4

STAT6 (94 kD) phosphorylation induced by IL-4 is also one of the mechanisms for eotaxin production. In this regard, the effects of KS and its main effective components on pSTAT6 (100 kD) were investigated, as shown in Figure 12. Drugs and cells were co-incubated for 24 h, then IL-4 was utilized to stimulate HaCaT cells and FBs for 30 min. Except SVO, all other drug components are found to show inhibitory effects on STAT6 phosphorylation.

Discussion

In this work, the complete extraction methods of the effective sites in the recipe were designed and fabricated into gel, upon which the transdermal effect was verified. Along with the established procedures, the appropriate carrier and simple method for potential application were found. The therapeutic effect of KS gel on mouse ACD was investigated. The results show that KS can significantly improve the swelling degree induced by the allergic inflammation of mouse ear skin and the infiltration degree of skin inflammatory cells, which can also decrease the number of inflammatory cells in blood (including Eos), showing immune regulation effect upon affecting CD4+ and CD8+ T cells. The mechanism study shows that KS can inhibit the expression amount of eotaxin in the skin of mouse ACD, the key chemotactic factor of Eos. Accordingly, it prohibits the tissue infiltration of Eos (the leading effector cell in atopic dermatitis [AD]) and blocks the occurrence of inflammation as well as alleviates tissue damage. The combined results suggest that eotaxin is the main therapeutic target in KS-treated AD. At the cellular level, the inhibitory effect of KS on eotaxin was realized via NF-κB and STAT6 signal pathways. To sum up, modern technologies were utilized to investigate and explore the material basis and working principle of traditional recipe KS, which may pave a way for its further development and application.
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Figure 5 Effect of Kushen recipe (KS) on CD4+ and CD8+ T cells in the blood of mouse allergic contact dermatitis (ACD) model. (n = 6) A: Scatterplot of flow cytometry, B: Percentage of CD4+ T cells, C: Percentage of CD8+ T cells. #p < 0.05, vs. normal group, ## p < 0.01, vs. normal group, *p < 0.05, vs. model group, ** p < 0.01, vs. model group.

There remains some issues to be discussed. The dose for animals is based on the dose for humans and converted according to the species, while percutaneous drug delivery is of particularity. To date, no unambiguous references have been proposed to convert the dose based on human dose, while the commercially available species were adopted for the positive control Dex group. Therefore, two dose groups (1 and 5%) were designed for KS based on human dose (the gel content in commercially available Omt is 1%). The two groups show no significant difference in terms of the ability in inhibiting eotaxin production, while 5% KS group shows superior ability to inhibit Eos in
blood than that of 1% KS. For percutaneous drug delivery under a certain dose, the drug accumulated in skin reaches saturation when drug permeates through skin, upon which the difference in external drug concentration differs from subcutaneous drug dose. Therefore, the dose-dependent inhibitory effect of KS toward eotaxin in cell experiment was not reflected in the in vivo experiment. However, the concentration difference of drug after entering into blood via transdermic absorption occurred, that is, the drug with higher concentration entered into blood with higher amount and stronger effect. Furthermore, the amount of Eos in blood is regulated by various factors including IL-5, which is not directly correlated with the secretion amount of eotaxin in tissue. The combined findings reveal that the pharmacologic effects and targets of KS were not single ones, which may regulate the immune status of an organism via multiple ways.

Kushen alkaloids have been verified to possess multiple pharmacological activities and low rate of adverse reactions, which have already been fabricated into various dosage forms in clinic (injection, oral medication, external use, etc.) to treat liver cirrhosis, arrhythmia, and inflammatory diseases. They can inhibit or downregulate the expression of TGF-β, TNF-α, Fas, and FasL, as well as inhibit some biological functions including the activity of protein kinase C. Other reports also claimed their immune regulation effect on an organism, which also shows obvious inhibitory effect on the cellular immunity of immunocompromised mice and strengthens its nonspecific immunity. In this work, we found that eotaxin is a new target for KS and its main active components, which can also regulate the immune status of organism by inhibiting CD4+ T cell, thus inhibiting inflammation.

In the cell experiment, the effects of four alkaloids of the main active components (Mat, Omt, Sop, and Osp) and SVO on eotaxin were also compared; the results established that the inhibitory effect of KS on eotaxin was realized via the above-listed components. Also, the contribution of these components in inhibiting eotaxin was also compared; it was found that the four alkaloids with the same mother-ring show inhibitory effect on eotaxin, while the subtle structural difference led to different strength of pharmacological activity. It is envisioned that the mother-ring can be modified to synthesize and screen compounds with stronger pharmacological activity, upon which new antiallergic drugs can be developed.

In addition, we also found that SVO can partly inhibit the upregulation of eotaxin induced by TNF-α, which however has no effect on eotaxin secretion induced by IL-4. Further experiment reveals that SVO shows no obvious effect on IL-4-STAT6 path, while other alkaloids can affect

Figure 6 The inhibitory effect of Kushen recipe (KS) on eotaxin messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA) in the skin of mouse allergic contact dermatitis (ACD) model (n = 6). ## p < 0.01, vs. normal group, * p < 0.05, vs. model group, ** p < 0.01, vs. model group.

Figure 7 Inhibitory effect of Kushen recipe (KS) on eotaxin secretion in the skin of mouse allergic contact dermatitis (ACD) detected by immunohistochemistry. The scale bars are 100 µm.
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![Figure 8](image)

**Figure 8** The inhibitory effect of Kushen recipe (KS) on eotaxin secretion in the skin of mouse allergic contact dermatitis (ACD) model. 1: Normal group, 2: Model group, 3: 1% KS, 4: 5% KS, 5: Cetirizine Hydrochloride (Dex), 6: Cetirizine Hydrochloride (Cet).

The production of eotaxin via TNF-α-NF-κB and IL-4-STAT6 paths. Except for Dex, other drugs show no effect on the basic expression of eotaxin in cell. It was then speculated that the mechanism of the basic expression of eotaxin differs from that induced by TNF-α and IL-4, the mechanism in more detail remains to be explored.

Two drugs were adopted as positive control groups in an animal experiment, the intense immune-inhibitory effect of Dex was verified, and its inhibitory effect on eotaxin has been reported.\(^{19,20}\) As an antagonist of H2 acceptor, Cet is widely used for the treatment of allergic diseases but its inhibitory effect on eotaxin remains ambiguous. Previous report claimed that it can inhibit the production of eotaxin in mouse abdominal inflammation.\(^{21}\) In this work, Cet shows

![Figure 9](image)

**Figure 9** Drugs action on eotaxin messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA) expression induced by TNF-α in HaCaT cells (A) and Fibroblast (FBs) (B); Drugs action on eotaxin mRNA expression induced by IL-4 in HaCaT cells (C) and FBs (D). (n = 6). ## p < 0.01, vs. normal group, *p < 0.05, vs. model group, **p < 0.01, vs. model group.
inhibitory effect on eotaxin production in ACD mouse ear and decreases Eos amount in blood. However, in cell experiments, Cet shows no obvious effect on eotaxin upregulation induced by inflammatory factors. It is believed that the mechanism of AD in vivo involves multiple factors, and the inhibitory effect of Cet on eotaxin may be caused by indirect factors other than direct ones. As for the cell experiment in relatively simple environment, it was found that Cet cannot directly inhibit eotaxin secretion induced by inflammatory factors.

Although KS gel is generally adopted for external use in treating skin AD, our work proves that it can also play a role by directly inhibiting eotaxin production by skin cells after the transdermal process. Its inhibitory effect on eotaxin constitutes the key procedure, but this does not mean that KS only plays a role in this single procedure. The key point lies in the fact that KS can play a general role when locally working on the key position, which can be reflected by its effect on inflammatory granulocytes including Eos in blood and CD4⁺ T cells. Our previous work focused on the in vivo pharmacokinetics of transdermal drug delivery of Omt gel; the concentration of Omt and its metabolite Mat in subcutaneous tissue and blood were detected by microdialysis.
techrnique. Other researchers also carried out the bioavailability study of Mat cream. All these results found that Kushen alkaloids can reach up to effective plasma concentration and further play a general role after transdermal drug delivery.

It is summarized that the pathogenesis of allergic diseases is complicated, the therapeutic mechanisms using traditional Chinese recipe also link with each other, which shall block the key procedures of inflammation occurrence and regulate the overall immune balance. Local effect and general effect are closely coupled to realize a therapeutic effect.

Conclusion

In this work, the therapeutic action of KS gel on mouse ACD and its capability in immune regulation was verified. The combined findings suggest that KS recipe shows upregulation effect on eotaxin in mouse ACD, which verifies if eotaxin can serve as a new target for the pharmacologic action of KS and its main component, that is, Kushen alkaloids. Furthermore, it was verified whether KS recipe extractive and its main components, which inhibited eotaxin secretion induced by TNF-α and IL-4, were realized by two transcription pathways, NF-κB and STAT6.
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Supplementary

Figure S1  Chemical Structures of the four major alkaloids extracted from Kushen recipe.

Figure S2  HPLC chromatogram. (A) Standard preparation, (B) Extract of Radix Sophorae Flavescentis, (C) Extract of Herba Schizonepetae and Radix Sophorae Flavescentis. a: Matrine, b: Sophocarpine, c: Oxysophocarpine, d: Oxymatrine.
Figure S3  GC-MS total ion-current spectrum. (A) Volatile oil of *Herba Schizonepetae*, (B) Volatile oil of *Herba Schizonepetae* and *Radix Sophorae Flavescentis*.

Figure S4  Extraction procedure of Kushen recipe active components.
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Figure S5  HPLC chromatograms of eluents. (A) Standard substances, (B) Decotion of Kushen recipe, (C) Purifying extract of Kushen recipe. (D) Eluent of 30% alcohol, (E) Eluent of 50% alcohol, (F) Eluent of 70% alcohol. a: Mat, b: Sop, c: Osp, d: Omt.

Figure S6  Cutaneous permeation curves of the four alkaloids of Kushen recipe (n=6). (A) Mat, (B) Sop, (C) Osp, (D) Omt. □ Decoction, ♦ Water solution of the extract, ▲ Kushen recipe gel.